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THE RAMOGE AGREEMENT
RAMOGE Committee, Monaco

Within the framework of a policy directed towards the protection and even rescue of
the natural environment and its ressources , His Serene Highness Prince Rainier III of
Monaco took the initiative in proposing, in autumn 1970, the creation of an experimental
zone to fight against marine pollution in this mediterranean region , both popular with
tourists and envied for its climate.

This initiative was supported by the International Committee for Scientific Exploration
of the Mediterranean Sea (C.I.E.S.M.),. The project was called RAMOGE, a name taken
from the first syllables of the three towns of St. RAphael, MOnaco and GEnova, situated on
the boundaries and at the centre of the selected pilot zone. These limits have since been
extended to the towns of Marseilles and La Spezia .

This project materialized through the signing on 10 may 1976, of a tripartite
agreement between France , Italy and Monaco, fixing the principles of a close cooperation in
view to fighting against the different forms of marine pollution that they have been noticed in
this zone.

THE OPERATIONAL ORGANS OF THE RAMOGE AGREEMENT

The RAMOGE Agreement brings three operational organs into play :

1- The Committee
It is the executive organ of the Agreement, responsible for carrying out the tasks

specified by the Agreement to a successful conclusion.

2-The Technical Committee
Its job is to assist the Committee in the different aspects of its work

3-Work groups
The Committee defines work groups in charge of studying special questions for which

it fixes the mandate and operational budget.

WORK SYNTHESIS

The work of the RAMOGE Committee may be analysed following three phases :

The first phase (1982-1990 ) was the object of a general Report . During this phase, the
Committee's task consisted mainly in furthering and inciting studies and research , exchange
of information and meetings of experts within the framework of a scientific cooperation...

The study of the catchment areas of the Ramoge zone is a typical example of the
work conducted jointly during this phase.

The second phase (1990-1993 ) may be considered as a phase of specific work, reflexion
on the direction of the work and intensification of actions to raise awareness, with regard to
educational establishments in particular. During this phase the preliminary conditions for a
better consideration of the specific identity of the RAMOGE zone were prepared, namely :
• the extension of the zone to provide it with its own ecological dimension where common

norms could be adopted to assess the quality of the environment,
• the beginning of the comparison study between the regulations concerning the fight

against marine pollution that are in force in the three countries.
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The phase of work in progress
Initiated during the three-year programme 1994-1996 and oresently implemented

through the biannual programme 1998-1999 this phase concerns the integrated
management of the Ramoge Littoral. This task is currently being completed through the
combined efforts of ten work groups incharge of the following tasks :

1- to take « photogaphs » of the Ramoge littoral, as it appears today, in order to be
able to deduce from i t , after analysis, suggestions for the benefit of the decision-
makers who administer this Ramoge zone. These « photographs » are collected in a
G.I.S. ( Geographic Information System ).
2- to deal with tourism aspects and particularly with the evaluation of the seasonal
population in the RAMOGE aera .
3 - to define and evaluate through a specific embryonic measuring network the
impact of pollution generated by yacht-ports and marinas .
4- inventory of existing and projeted marine protected area and identification of area
of specific biodiversity interest deserving protection.
5- to care with the problems of erosion along the RAMOGE littoral. A beach atlas is in
progress together with a notebook of recommandations for decision makers, to be
consulted before emplementig new anti-erosion marine works along the RAMOGE
littoral
6- to try to define a common harmonized network for analysing the quality of the
marine waters and living matter along the RAMOGE costs.
7- to elaborate a RAMOGE position as regard the new projeted european regulation
for bathing waters.
8- to update the study of the catchment areas of the RAMOGE zone which
constitutes one of the main sources of pollution having a telluric origin which may
affect the quality of the littoral waters.
9- to draw up a comparative report of the administrative organization and regulations
of the three countries as regards littoral management
10- to define and implement awareness actions in favour of marine environment
protection.

It thus appears that the RAMOGE Committee, executive organ of the RAMOGE Agreement,
is above all a place for dialogue where the three States define jointly the studies to be
conducted in order to understand better the data concerning the RAMOGE zone which
influences the quality of the littoral waters.

In the same way, the studies undertaken permit each entity of the RAMOGE zone to benefit
from the initiatives and experiences of the neighbouring entities.

The economical and geopolitical importance of the Mediterranean basin does not stop
growing. The necessity for a collaboration between neighbouring countries proves to be
fundamental.

RAMOGE. which stretches along the littorals of the region of Provence-Alpes-Cote d'Azur,
the Principality of Monaco and Liguria,constitutes the marine facade of a zone of financial
importance within a sensitive environment.

On different occasions the United Nations, during the Conferences in Rio and Barcelona,
and the European Union called for the revival of a regional environmental cooperation in the
Mediterranean.
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